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ABSTRACT 

Network Intrusion Detection System and it can provide an opportunity to use them to investigate threats and attacks, and to 
diagnose network health. In-line Intrusion Prevention to provide advance security in a specific location. Inline IPS is In-line with 
the firewall. An In-line IPS must position between the untrusted network environment and the trusted network it is intended to 
protect.  All traffic that is to be screened must pass through the IPS for analysis and, if certain criteria are met, for discard. 
Hence, as soon as an attack is detected, it drops the malicious packet before it reaches the target machine network. Since Inline 
IPS is In-line with the packet flow, attacks originating from within a network to a destination outside the network can also be 
effectively intercepted and trapped. It is a Network-based intrusion prevention systems (often called inline prevention systems) are 
a solution for network-based security. NIPS will intercept all network traffic and monitor it for suspicious activity and events, 
either blocking the requests or passing it along should it be deemed legitimate traffic. Whereas an IPS uses signature-based threat 
Prevention (and many other techniques) to safeguard the network/system for this can use the Snort and Deter lab, SeeR from 
design. 
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1. Introduction: 
During the past five years, security of computer network has become main stream in most of everyone’s lives. Today, most 
discussions on computer security is centred on the tools or techniques used in protecting and defending networks. The aim is to 
examine the origins of detecting, analyzing and reporting of malicious activity, where it is today and where it appears to be 
heading in the future. Some of the many techniques and tools presently used in Network defense will be explored as well. There 
are a variety of tools providing a certain level of comfort with acceptable risks used in the defense and surveillance of computer 
networks.. The aggregation of data comes from routers, the host itself, firewalls, virus scanners and a tool strictly designed to 
catch known attacks; an Intrusion Detection System (IDS)[1] . Enterprise networked systems are inevitably exposed to the 
increasing threats posed by hackers as well as malicious users internal to a network.. To counter these threats, 
organizations use tools and technology to secure their systems, through deployment of firewall and authentication 
systems, and by defining security policies and access control mechanisms. Intrusion Detection systems (IDS) fall in this 
category of security tools [2].Need for Network Security Network In the past, hackers were highly skilled programmers 
who understood the details of computer communications and how to exploit vulnerabilities. Today almost anyone can 
become a hacker by downloading tools from the Internet. These complicated attack tools and generally open networks 
have generated an increased need for network security and dynamic security policies [4]. 
A Network Based IDS (NIDS) present in a computer connected to a segment of an organization’s network looking for 
ongoing attacks.  In Information security intrusion detection systems (IDS) works like a burglar alarm in that it detects 
destruction and activates an alarm of BASE in Snort tool and BASE uses four criteria to build queries: Meta Criteria 
include things like time, uniqueness, and alert name. But a fundamental problem for network intrusion detection systems 
(NIDSs) that passively monitor a network link is the ability of a skilled attacker to evade (escape) detection by exploiting 
ambiguities in the traffic stream as seen by the NIDS. New threats are discovered and patches are released by vendors. 
This is almost a continuous and non-stop process. The platform on which you are running IDS should be patched with the 
latest releases. For example, if Snort is running on a Microsoft Windows machine then should have all the latest security 
patches from Microsoft installed. The Proposed system is a one type of network based prevention system solution in that 
in-line IPS must positioned between the untrusted network environment and the trusted network it is intended to protect.  
All traffic that is to be screened must pass through the IPS for analysis and, if certain criteria are met, for 
discard. And that can provide security such as the best we can do to improve the security of these system is place them 
behind filters that can be controlled. And will be using snort to help secure a highly insecure application without 
modifying the application itself [3]. 
 
2. Problem Overview 
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The scope this report introduce IPS is a network based intrusion prevention system aimed to provide accurate and real-time 
network intrusion prevention solution to network based known attacks. IPS is developed to provide a complete, better than 
existing and an open source solution to the rising number of insecure networks without modified that network and.  Achieving 
prevention without modify the existing network providing a user friendly menu for configuring and scaling the available options 
using SEER. Minimize the utilization of processing resources, Provide availability of a complete open-source library for further 
research. 
 
3. Overview of ns file 
Ns meets both of these needs with two languages, C++ and OTcl. C++ is fast to run but slower to change, making it 
suitable for detailed protocol implementation. OTcl runs much slower but can be changed very quickly example is follow 
[15] 
Set ns [new Simulator] 
Source tb_compat.tcl 
 
#Nodes 
For each node {snort router server} { 
 Set $node [$ns node] 
 Tb-set-node-os [set $node] Ubuntu1004-STD 
} 
 
For each node {control client1 client2 outsider internal} { 
 Set $node [$ns node] 
 Tb-set-node-os [set $node] Ubuntu1004-STD 
} 
 
4. Networks and Attack classifications 
Intrusion attacks usually follow a logical sequence of events. Networks are subject to attacks from malicious 
sources. Attacks can be from two categories: "Passive" when a network intruder intercepts data travelling through the 
network, and "Active" in which an intruder initiates commands to disrupt the network's normal operation. Passive attacks 
are wiretapping, Port scanner, idle scan and Active attacks are Denial-of-service attack, attack, Spoofing, ARP poisoning 
[5]. IDS it is A Passive Security Solution and different types are Network Intrusion Detection System (NIDS) - an 
intrusion detection system that monitors network traffic scanning for anomalous behaviour and matching defined patterns to 
detect intrusions [6].Host Intrusion Detection System (HIDS) - an intrusion detection system that runs on a host machine and 
detects intrusive behaviour through monitoring and analysis of log file, security access policies, and user login information. 
Distributed Intrusion Detection System (DIDS) - an intrusion detection system that is a combination of both a NIDS and a 
HIDS with the analysis completed in a central location [5]. Detection Methods: The majority of intrusion detection systems 
utilize one of three detection methods: signature-based, statistical anomaly-based and stateful protocol analysis [6].IPS An 
Active Security Solution Classification Intrusion prevention systems can be classified into four different types [7] those 
are Wireless intrusion prevention systems (WIPS): monitor a wireless network for suspicious traffic by analyzing wireless 
networking protocols. Network behaviour analysis (NBA): examines network traffic to identify threats that generate 
unusual traffic flows, such as distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks, certain forms of malware and policy violations. 
Host-based intrusion prevention system (HIPS): an installed software package which monitors a single host for suspicious 
activity by analyzing events occurring within that host [12].Network-based intrusion prevention system (NIPS): monitors 
the entire network for suspicious traffic by analyzing protocol activity [6]. 
Types of network-based IPS solutions are In-line Intrusion Prevention Systems:  An in-line IPS must positioned 
between the untrusted network environment and the trusted network it is intended to protect.  All traffic that is to be 
screened must pass through the IPS for analysis and, if certain criteria are met, for discard. Out-of-band Intrusion 
Prevention Systems:  An out-of-band IPS is connected to the network infrastructure in a manner that allows it to view all 
traffic passing through the networking equipment without being physically between the sending and receiving devises 
[8].  
 
5. Configuring and Building Traffic generator and packet flooder attacks 
The steps in order to set up Packet Flooder attack will now be detailed. Note that real time Traffic generator be launched 
through the scope of this report. Here deter lab provides ns file’s topology. 
 
5.1 Deter lab: Deter lab is the shared facility for scientists engaged in research discovery, development, experimentation, 
and testing of new cyber-security technology. The Security Experimentation Environment (SEER) is a set of tools and 
agents for helping an   experimenter setup, script and perform experiments in the DETER environment. 
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5.1.2 Equipment: 
Topology provided by Deter lab And it have 8 pc are client1, client2, outsider, router, control, snort, internal, server with 
different ip address. 
1. CLIENT1 (10.0.5.10)-Attacker 
2. SERVER (10.0.10.10)-Target 
3. SNORT (10.0.10.2)-IPS.      
 
5.1.3 Experiment setup: First load the supplied topology file into the DETER test bed to create a new experiment. You 
can load this file directly in Deter Lab’s by selecting it using the path "/share/education/Inline prevention/Inline 
prevention’s”. The Experiment is swapped in use SEER GUI by clicking at "Launch SEER now" option. The experiment 
must be "attached" to the GUI. This is done by choosing Emu lab Interface->Attach to Experiment from the GUI and 
then input Project and Experiment Name. Once attached, experiment topology is visible in the Topology tab. Right 
clicking on nodes should open a menu that allows users to open graphs in the Graph tab [9]. 
 
5.2 Software application: 
5.2.1 VMware: VMware Server is a free download and can both create and host virtual machines. The free VMware 
Player can only run existing VMs while the VMware Workstation product requires a hefty licence fee. VMware is a 
provider of virtualization software and to run two operating systems at once, VMware's software can make that possible. 
Grasping virtualization is easy if you can keep two concepts in mind: host and guest. The "host" system is simply your 
computer, while the "guest" system is complete virtual computer running using only software. This means you can run 
another operating system. 
 
5.2.2 Acquire Ubuntu Linux: Ubuntu is a computer operating system based on the Debian Linux distribution and 
distributed as free and open source software, using its own desktop environment. Ubuntu's first release was on 20 October 
2004. Since then, Canonical has released new versions of Ubuntu every six months. 
 
5.2.3 SEER: The Security Experimentation Environment (SEER) Developed by SPARTA, Inc., is an experimenter's 
workbench that provides an integrated environment for network security experiment design and control. It includes 
agents for traffic generation, attack generation, traffic collection and analysis. There is also a GUI to help run the 
experiment from your desktop and visualize traffic on the nodes. It is fairly easy to learn how to use SEER [9]. 

 
                                            Figure 1: Security Experiment Environment for Deter 

5.2.4 TcpDump: tcpdump is a common packet analyzer that runs under the command line. It allows the user to intercept 
and display TCP/IP and other packets being transmitted or received over a network to which the computer is attached. 
Distributed under the BSD license, tcpdump is free software.Tcpdump works on most Unix-like operating systems: Linux, 
Solaris. 

5.2.5 Topology: Deter lab provides topology and server, clients, outsider, router, snort with ip address  

 
                                                                        Figure 2: Proposed Topology [13] 
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5.2.6 DAQ: The data acquisition (DAQ) modules included with Snort IDS versions 2.9 and later are a relatively recent 
addition. DAQ allows new flexibility for Snort by separating the network capture functions out into external, loadable 
modules. DAQ also integrates inline intrusion prevention these are the DAQ modules included with Snort: 
Pcap: the default mode, used for sniffer and IDS modes 
Afpacket: inline on Linux using two bridged interfaces 
Ipq: inline on Linux using net filter, replaces the snort inline project patch 
Nfq: inline on Linux using net filter 
DAQ with The Snort command line options include: 
-D – run in daemon mode 
-d – inspect the application layer, not just the traffic headers 
-Q – run Snort in inline mode (superfluous if ‘config daq_mode: inline’ is set in 
snort.conf) 
-c – use the Snort configuration file at this location 
-i – use the specified network interfaces to create the bridge [10]. 

 
Figure 3: Generate the traffic at Client1 (10.0.5.10) using DAQ 

 

 
                                                 Figure 4: Generate the traffic at Internal (10.0.10.3) using DAQ 

5.2.7 Attack configuration: Make sure have filtering rule engaged on the server and Snort up and running Using Seer 
create a packet flooder attack against the server. Under attack select "Packet Flooder" -> "New Packet Flooder Group" 
and choose a name for it for your attack source select "client1", for the target select "server" and for the protocol select 
tcp. Select a high rate of 100,000 and a high time of 100 while putting 0 for both the low rate and time. Once this has 
been completed start the flooder and verify that you see traffic moving across the network.  

6. Launching a simple Packet flood attack 
To connect the snort using “Connect to snort.[experiment name].[project name].isi.”. Above Attack configuration values 
are using generate the attack from client to server then observe the graph. 

 
                                                      Figure 5: Attack at Server (10.0.10.10)  
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                                 Figure 6:.Attacker from client to server through router attacking at Router (10.0.5.2) 
 
7. Configuring the snort 
Snort is an open-source Intrusion Detection System (IDS) that runs on Linux, UNIX, BSD variants and Windows. Martin 
Roesch created the Snort IDS software in 1998 and released intruder the General Public License. Since then, it has 
become the most popular and widely used IDS software. Snort’s first signature-based analysis (also known as rules-based 
analysis within the Snort community). In addition to the addition of rules-matching IDS capability in the early 
development history of Snort. Snort can operate in three different modes namely tap (passive), inline, and inline-test. 
Snort policies can be configured [14] in these three modes and for installing the snort using Snort installation guide293. 
• Inline: When Snort is in Inline mode, it acts as an IPS allowing drop rules to trigger. Snort can be configured to run in 
Inline mode using the command line argument -Q and snort config option policy mode as follows: Snort –Q, Config 
policy mode: inline 
• Passive: When Snort is in Passive mode, it acts as a IDS. Drop rules are not loaded (without –treat-drop-as-alert). Snort 
can be configured to passive mode using the snort config option policy mode as follows: Config policy mode: tap 
• Inline-Test: Inline-Test mode simulates the inline mode of snort, allowing evaluation of inline behaviour without 
affecting traffic. The drop rules will be loaded and will be triggered as a Wdrop (Would Drop) alert. Snort can be 
configured to run in inline-test mode using the command line option (–enable-inline-test) or using the snort config option 
policy mode as follows: Config policy_mode:inline_test (design review) [11]. 
 
7.1 Creating rules in snort: Structure of a Rule now that you have seen some rules which are not-so-good but helpful in 
a way, let us see the structure of a Snort rule. All Snort rules have two logical parts: rule header and rule options 
 
 

 
Figure 8: Basic structure of Snort rules [12]. 

 
Figure 9:.Structure of Snort rule header [12]. 

7.2 Snort rule: “alert ip any any -> any any (msg: "IP Packet detected";)”You can use this rule at the end of the 
snort.conf file the first time you install Snort. The rule will generate an alert message for every captured IP packet. It will 
soon fill up your disk space if you leave it there! This rule is bad because it does not convey any information. What is the 
point of using a rule on a permanent basis that tells you nothing other than the fact that Snort is working? This should be 
your first test to make sure that Snort is installed properly. In the next section, you will find information about the 
different parts of a Snort rule. However for the sake of completeness, the following is a brief explanation of different 
words used in this rule: 
 The word “alert” shows that this rule will generate an alert message when the Criteria are met for a captured packet. 

The criteria are defined by the words that Follow. 
 The “ip” part shows that this rule will be applied on all IP packets. 
 The first “any” is used for source IP address and shows that the rule will be applied to all packets. 
 The second “any” is used for the port number. Since port numbers are irrelevant at the IP layer, the rule will be applied 

to all packets. 
 The -> sign shows the direction of the packet. 
 The third “any” is used for destination IP address and shows that the rule will be applied to all packets irrespective of 

destination IP address. 
 The fourth “any” is used for destination port. Again it is irrelevant because this rule is for IP packets and port numbers 

are irrelevant 
The last part is the rule options and contains a message that will be logged along with the alert [12]. 
 
8. Snort IDS 
A Network Based IDS present in a computer connected to a segment of an organization’s network looking for ongoing 
attacks.  In Information security intrusion detection systems (IDS) works like a burglar alarm in that it detects destruction 
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and activates an alarm of BASE in Snort tool and BASE uses four criteria to build queries: Meta Criteria include things 
like time, uniqueness, and alert name. IP and TCP criteria specify network ports and addresses. Payload criteria match 
packet payload data. Where network security is not always possible to ensure the network applications. It is passive based 
solution and snort rule as follow [13]. 
“alert tcp any any  any $HTTP_PORTS (\ content:”d”, msg:”unauthorized Access Prohibited)” 
Rule action performs in IDS mode “Alert+ Response” .that is shows alerts need not perform any action. And in the figure 
Attackers showed by Red colour when open the graph. 

 
                                                 Figure 10: Topology shows by Red colour as Attacks occurred 

8.1 Analyze the Traffic using snort 
For analyse the traffic putty on seer through open terminal and then follow the process then analyse traffic Connect to 
router.[experiment name].[project name].isi. And Use ifconfig to determine which network interfaces connect to which 
network. Run tcpdump to capture the data going to the server. This should be on the interface with an IP Address in the 
10.0.1.0 / 24 range can run tcpdump using the command "sudo tcpdump -i [interface] -s 0 -w /users/[your 
username]/dump. Cap" .Finally Let this run for around a minute before terminating it by pressing control + c.  

 
                                               Figure 11: Traffic analyse at Router (10.0.10.2)      

 
                                                       Figure 12: Traffic analyse at Client1 (10.0.5.10) 
 
9. Launching In-line Prevention Against packet flooder Attacks 
Running the Snort in -Q mode and follow the process for Connect to snort. [Experiment name]. [Project name].isi. Stop 
snort using the command "sudo kill all snort" .Use nano to write a configuration file for snort using the command, "nano 
snort. Config" .Add the following snort rule that prevents .xml files from being sent out, "reject tcp 10.0.0.0/16 ANY -> 
10.0.10.10 [Port from Question 3] (msg: "XML Read Attempt Detected"; sid:1; content:".xml";)" .Using this rule as an 
example write a rule that prevents classified data from being sent to the outsider computer, but does not prevent it from 
being sent to any other computers. Make a directory for snort alerts using the command "mkdir alerts" .Start snort using 
your new rule with the command, "sudo snort --daq nfq -Q -c snort. Config -l alerts". 

 
                                                  Figure 13: To IPS provide used topology  
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Figure 14: At Server before Attack 

 
                                                                        Figure 15: After Attack At Server 

 
                                                                         Figure 16: After Prevention at Server 

10. Conclusion:  
In-line Prevention can work as Firewall for organization and with have limitation is It is not Inline-test mode for 
validation and it is important to understand that application based vulnerabilities are different in each application and 
cannot be resolved by any generic rule which is possible in network security. Also there is no alternative of secure coding 
adding such generic rules and protecting application is just one more line of defence and the best approach for any 
organization is perform penetration testing for application ,write snort rules to protect temporary against attacks and start 
modifying code for proper implementation of security. Snort In-line mode having not possible to send error page to client 
as Snort does not work on HTTP and not possible to just to write rule on outbound traffic. 
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